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ABSTRACT 

Robotic autonomous vehicles operate in potentially hostile environments and are subject to 

disturbances, failures, and attacks. The core of a robotic vehicle is its real-time controller, 

which is responsible for controlling and steering the vehicle to fulfill missions.  

The controller, together with the physical vehicle, may become legacy systems over time and 

need to be retrofitted for attack/fault resiliency. In this talk, I will report our recent efforts in 

vetting and retrofitting robotic vehicle control programs.  

First, I will present a cross-layer framework for investigating robotic vehicle accidents caused 

by control model implementation bugs in the control program.  

Second, I will present a control-guided technique to proactively discover control parameter 

validation bugs in control program binaries.  

Finally, I will report our ongoing efforts in retrofitting control programs with reinforcement 

learning-based attack recovery capability.  

By presenting these efforts, I would like to advocate a multidisciplinary methodology – 

spanning cyber, control, and domain physics – for CPS security research. 
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